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Figure 1. Being occlusion-aware, Dr.Bokeh renders realistic bokeh effects from the bokeh rendering process without post-processing.
Compared with the scattering/gathering-based method SteReFo and learning-based method BokehMe, Dr.Bokeh renders natural partial
occlusion (red parts). MPIB learns to render a partial occlusion effect but breaks on unseen data (blue parts). Dr.Bokeh is more robust than
learning-based methods given the same inputs because the rendering process is physically grounded. Best viewed by zooming in.

Abstract

Bokeh is widely used in photography to draw attention
to the subject while effectively isolating distractions in the
background. Computational methods can simulate bokeh
effects without relying on a physical camera lens, but the
inaccurate lens modeling in existing filtering-based meth-
ods leads to artifacts that need post-processing or learning-
based methods to fix. We propose Dr.Bokeh, a novel ren-
dering method that addresses the issue by directly correct-
ing the defect that violates physics in the current filtering-
based bokeh rendering equation. Dr.Bokeh first prepro-
cesses the input RGBD to obtain a layered scene repre-
sentation. Dr.Bokeh then takes the layered representation

and user-defined lens parameters to render photo-realistic
lens blur based on the novel occlusion-aware bokeh render-
ing method. Experiments show that the non-learning based
renderer Dr.Bokeh outperforms state-of-the-art bokeh ren-
dering algorithms in terms of photo-realism. In addition,
extensive quantitative and qualitative evaluations show that
the more accurate lens model pushes the limit of depth-
from-defocus.

1. Introduction
Bokeh is a physical effect produced by a camera lens sys-
tem. It refers to the shape and quality of out-of-focus areas
in an image. Bokeh brings focus to the in-focus subject and
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(a). Color bleeding (b). Partial occlusion

Figure 2. Artifacts by inaccurate lens model: color bleeding
and partial occlusion are two main artifacts introduced by current
inaccurate lens model. Color bleeding means the pixels in the out-
of-focus scatter to in-focus regions. Partial occlusion is a semi-
transparent effect on the out-of-focus boundary regions, where part
of the backgrounds are visible in the background in-focus case.
Best viewed by zoom-in.

enhances the overall aesthetic quality of the image.
Various computational methods have been developed to

create the bokeh effect from an all-in-focus photo. They
can be categorized as classical and learning-based meth-
ods. Classical bokeh rendering methods take an all-in-focus
RGBD image as input and perform scattering or gathering
operations to simulate light propagation through a thin-lens
model. This simulation only considers the area where each
pixel should be scattered or gathered. However, the light
propagation may be occluded by other scene geometries.
Failure to simulate occlusion may lead to color bleeding
and unnatural partial occlusion artifacts as shown in Fig. 2.
Several methods [22, 60, 76] propose to fix the color bleed-
ing problem by compositing the all-in-focus regions back
to the blur image. However, these methods involve ad-
ditional steps and leave the filtering-based method incom-
plete and thus violate physics. Some learning-based meth-
ods [40, 61, 66] learn to render bokeh effects by training on
artifact-free data. However, all the aforementioned methods
fail to render partial occlusion effects naturally (Fig. 2 (b))
when the background is in focus. MPIB [41] proposes to
address the problem by data-driven method. Since bokeh is
a physical phenomenon, we aim to fundamentally address
the challenges by proposing a more accurate lens model
which physically simulates the light transportation through
the lens but is grounded on a filtering-based method frame-
work.

To achieve our goal, we introduce Dr.Bokeh, a novel
occlusion-aware bokeh rendering algorithm in a filtering-
based rendering process. We observe that occlusion is the
key missing piece in prior works. Different from classi-
cal bokeh rendering in computer graphics that has full 3D
geometry, handling occlusion in single image bokeh syn-
thesis is much harder. Dr.Bokeh categorizes the occlusions
into two types: on-focal occlusion and non-focal occlusion.
Correctly simulating the two occlusions enables photoreal-
istic rendering that is free of boundary artifacts. Dr.Bokeh

does not need to be trained and can replace the bokeh ren-
derer in existing pipelines. Note that although the render-
ing process is not learning-based, the input information for
Dr.Bokeh, e.g., depth and inpainted background, is needed
and commonly acquired by learning-based methods.

To evaluate our method, we create a synthetic benchmark
where the bokeh ground truth is generated by a physically-
based ray-tracer. Quantitative results on this benchmark
show Dr.Bokeh significantly outperforms all the SOTA
methods. A perceptual user study also shows Dr.Bokeh
achieves the best visual quality. To further evaluate the
proposed lens model, we make Dr.Bokeh differentiable and
evaluate it on the critical application of depth-from-defocus.
Experiments show the occlusion-aware rendering process
outperforms the existing methods and learns the best quality
depth both quantitatively and qualitatively. To summarize,
our contributions are:
• Dr.Bokeh, a novel occlusion-aware filtering-based bokeh

renderer by introducing geometric occlusion terms. It ex-
tends existing filtering-based methods to be more physi-
cally accurate.

• A plug-and-play differentiable Dr.Bokeh implementation
which pushes the limit of depth-from-defocus field.

2. Related Work
Lens Blur Rendering Existing methods of modeling lens
blur can be categorized into 3D rendering, image space
filtering-based rendering and learning-based methods.

Lens blur in 3D: Ray-tracing [42–44] renders bokeh that
is physically accurate. Real-time methods [5, 7, 20, 45] for
efficient DOF rendering use point spread functions [23–26,
64, 68, 69] on layered representations, on view-dependent
surfaces [24], lens aberration effects [25, 64], or challeng-
ing dynamic scenes [17]. Light field [59] or multiview im-
ages [33] render natural partial occlusion effects. However,
a 3D scene is not always available, and it is computation-
ally expensive to render a fully converged rendering as the
camera sampling space increases.

Image-space lens blur: applies a depth-dependent blur
given in-focus pixels. Classical methods [22, 60, 71, 76] use
an RGBD image and kernel scattering or gathering opera-
tions, which often result in color bleeding. Later methods
[2, 60, 73] propose a fix to the boundary errors by care-
fully blending the blurred layers. We propose a light trans-
port simulation that naturally avoids color bleeding and pro-
duces realistic partial occlusion effects.

Learning-based methods: Recently generative meth-
ods [10, 12] and neural renderers [46–48] are used for gen-
eral rendering. As for lens blur, light-field lens blur render-
ing [18, 53] predicts scene depth and constructs the 4D light
field by warping the all-in-focus image using the depth.
Other methods use differentiability of the gathering oper-
ation to learn a layered representation and render defocus
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blur [1, 2, 35, 53]. These approaches assume each layer
has a single depth value and apply a fixed blur kernel per
layer. Other methods [13, 36, 41, 61, 66] directly pro-
duce a defocused image using deep neural networks. Peng
et al. [40] uses a classical method to render lens blur and
then a neural network to fix the artifacts. Our algorithm
can directly render realistically defocused images without
any post-processing fix. Peng et al. [41] inpaints the oc-
cluded background and apply adaptive gathering operations
on the multiplane image (MPI) [58] layers to make the net-
work learn shallow depth-of-field rendering on multiple fo-
cal planes. Our blur rendering process does not need to be
trained, which makes Dr.Bokeh more robust than learning-
based methods. Also, Dr.Bokeh is differentiable and can
be directly plugged into classical lens blur or data-driven
pipelines.
Differentiable Rendering makes the rendering process
suitable for inverse problems [16, 28, 32, 74, 75, 77]. In-
stead of handcrafting the rendering equations, others [4, 34]
leverage the neural renderer directly [21, 56]. Existing
methods for differentiable lens blur rendering [2, 19, 41, 53]
rely on the light field or adaptive gathering operators on dis-
crete depth layers. Our method can directly replace the blur
rendering modules in those methods and output continuous
depth. Gur and Wolf [8] propose a differentiable scattering-
based bokeh rendering layer with a Gaussian blur kernel
to learn continuous depth estimation. Dr.Bokeh follows
physics laws and achieves better depth estimation results.
Image Inpainting Compared with traditional methods [3,
9], CNN-based methods [15, 39, 70] supervised by a GAN
loss [6] generate plausible contents using the spatial con-
text. Different network architectures [31, 37, 78] have
been extended by different convolutions [30, 55, 72] to
deal with free-form inpainting mask. Diffusion-based meth-
ods [11, 50, 51] can be used for inpainting but fail to run
in real-time. We directly utilize the off-the-shelf inpainting
method [55] to fill in occluded contents.

3. Image Space Bokeh Rendering
3.1. Problem Analysis

The existing filtering-based methods mainly build on the
thin-lens equation that calculates the circle of confusion
(Coc) area using the following equation:

k = α L f

∣∣∣∣ 1zp − 1

zf

∣∣∣∣ , (1)

where f is focal length, α is a configurable scaling factor,
L is the lens size, zf is the focal plane depth, and zp is the
pixel depth. Filtering-based methods simulate light propa-
gation by scattering each pixel according to Coc. However,
these simulations are inaccurate when occlusion happens.
Some pixels that can scatter to the neighborhood based on
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Figure 3. Two occlusion problems. Left image: In classical
filtering-based method, every radiance in the cone regions is con-
sidered to contribute to the sensor x. However, the radiance inside
the cone region should be occluded by the red object P on the focal
plane during light propagation. Right image: although the green
object occludes some of the cone regions, part of the blue object
still contributes to the final results although it cannot be seen from
sensor x under the pinhole camera model.

the Eqn. 1 may be occluded during the real light propagation
process, as shown in Fig. 3. We classify the occlusions into
two types: on-focal and non-focal occlusion. Without con-
sidering the on-focal occlusion, pixels at the depth boundary
may incorrectly contribute to some in-focus pixels, leading
to the color bleeding problem, as shown in Fig. 2 (a). The
lack of non-focal occlusion modeling in the rendering leads
to unnatural semi-transparent effects as shown in Fig. 2 (b).

3.2. Layered Occlusion-aware Bokeh Rendering

To address the problems above, we propose to extend the
existing filtering-based method to be aware of the occlusion.
Similar to image-based rendering [41, 49, 57], we approx-
imate the 3D scene by layers of RGBA images with depth.
Given the layered inputs, we propose a layered occlusion-
aware bokeh rendering equation:

Bl(x) =

n∑
l=1

Vl(x)Π
l−1
k=1(1−Vk(x))

∑
y∈Ω Il(y)wl(y, x)Ol(y, x)∑

y∈Ω wl(y, x)Ol(y, x)
,

(2)
where Ol(y) and Vl(x) are the on-focal occlusion and non-
focal occlusion, and n is the total amount of layers. The
equation computes the scattering results with on-focal oc-
clusion for each layer, then blends the layers with non-focal
occlusion terms from front to back according to the non-
focal occlusion. The on-focal blending weights sum up to
one to ensure energy conservation. This approach corrects
the filtering-based methods by enabling spatially varying
defocus blur with continuous change of blur radius and han-
dles correctly both on-focal occlusion and non-focal occlu-
sion at the discontinuity boundaries.

The on-focal occlusion term Ol(y) ensures each layer
has the correct on-focal occlusion to avoid any color bleed-
ing. The non-focal occlusion term Vl(x) ensures the cor-
rect handling of non-focal occlusion and blending of differ-
ent layers, resulting in natural partial occlusion effects. In
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Figure 4. Non-focal Visibility. Left: given an image plane, a
thin lens, and a rectangular-shaped pink object in the scene from
a side view. Right: the image plane view of x and its neighbors.
The cone region at x is visualized by the blue circle. The pink
regions are the pink objects. The non-focal occlusion is computed
by integrating the occlusion areas over the blue regions at x and is
used to occlude the radiance contributions behind.

detail, the Vl(x) term decides the occlusion percentage of
the radiance behind and also the amount of energy coming
from layer l. In Fig. 4, Vl(x) for the pink rectangle layer
reweights the energy from the rectangle layer scattering and
the energy coming from layers behind such that their coeffi-
cients sum up to be one, which ensures energy conservation.

The on-focal occlusion, denoted by Ol(y, x) ∈ {0, 1}, is
a unitless binary value that describes the on-focal occlusion
between the neighborhood pixels y and x:

Ol(y, x) =

{
0, if dx = 0 and dx > dy

1, otherwise
(3)

where dx is the relative disparity (inverse of depth): dx =
1/zx − 1/zf . The on-focal occlusion only happens when
the radiance starting behind the object and hits objects on
the focal plane. In practice, we model Ol(y, x) as a prob-
ability instead of a binary value. There are several advan-
tages: 1) The continuous value Ol(y, x) better models the
real physics as points not exactly on the focal plane but near
the focal plane should partially occlude some amount of
radiance from behind; 2) The probability is a “soft” value
that models a smooth boundary occlusion. 3) The softened
Ol(y, x) is differentiable as explained in the supplemen-
tary materials.

The non-focal occlusion denoted by Vl(x) ∈ [0, 1] is a
unitless continuous value that describes the non-focal visi-
bility between layer l and all the layers behind:

Vl(x) =
1

AΩ′

∑
y∈Ω′

al(y), (4)

where Ω′ is the set of all the neighborhood pixels within the
circle of confusion (CoC) region for x, AΩ′ is the area of
Ω′ and al is the alpha value for the layer l. The energy term
wl(y, x) for the pixel y in layer l is:

wl(y, x) =
Sl(y, x)K(y)a(y)

Al(y)
=
1 (∥y − x∥ < min(r, k)) a(y)

πr2
,

(5)

where a(y) is the alpha value of y, r is the scatter radius, k
is the lens size and Al(y) is the area of the CoC of y. The
norm is L2-norm measuring the Euclidean distance in im-
age space, and w is similar to [23] as it considers the energy
attenuation for different scatter radius r. We further model
the lens shape term K to support stylized lens shape. By
default, K is a perfect circle as described in Eqn. (5). Note,
w is spatially varying for different x leading to anisotropic
effects.

4. Differentiable Bokeh Rendering
4.1. Soften the Non-differentiable Operations

Following SteReFo [2], Dr.Bokeh is fully differentiable by
softening all the non-differentiable operations, e.g., step
function or Dirac delta functions (see the supplementary
materials for details).

4.2. Derivatives of Dr.Bokeh

The current machine learning frameworks like Pytorch [38]
provide automatic differentiation mechanisms for basic
mathematical operations. Dr.Bokeh cannot be directly im-
plemented using provided auto-differentiable layers and
needs custom forward/backward calculation in the CUDA
layer. However, implementing the derivatives is non-trivial.
We only show the derivatives w.r.t. disparity in this sec-
tion. Please refer to the supplementary materials for de-
tailed derivations of all the derivatives. For simplicity, we
only derive the partial derivative for a single layer, which is
enough for the implementation. Multiple layers can be eas-
ily derived based on the per-layer partial derivatives. The
partial derivatives of each RGB channel are similar.

The partial derivative for d is:
∂L

∂B(x)

∂B(x)

∂d(x)
=

∑
y∈Ω

∂L

∂B(y)

I(y)(W (y)− w(y, x)O(y, x))

W (y)2

·
(
∂w(y, x)

∂d(x)
O(y, x) +

∂O(y, x)

∂d(x)
w(y, x)

)
, (6)

Note that w(y, x) is the energy term for pixel y to scat-
ter to x, and w(x, y) is the energy term for x to scatter to
y. So w(y, x) is not equivalent to w(x, y). Similar to w,
O(y, x) is also not symmetric. Other terms can be found in
supplementary materials.

4.3. Depth from Defocus

Depth from defocus is a depth estimation method that uti-
lizes the correlation between depth and defocuses blur to
train a neural network to estimate depth supervised by blur
data [8, 53]. Dr.Bokeh can replace the bokeh rendering
module in the previous methods and achieves better depth
quality.

Training the neural network to learn depth needs a spe-
cial loss function design, and we propose this loss:

L(y, ŷ) = λ1L1(y, ŷ) + λ2G(ŷ) + λ3HSSIM(y, ŷ), (7)
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Figure 5. Dr.Bokeh rendering pipeline takes the RGBD image
and extracts the salient object. Then, the pipeline computes the
occluded RGBD values behind the salient objects. Based onthe
foreground RGBAD and background RGBD, Dr.Bokeh renders a
realistic bokeh image.

where λi are coefficients, L1 is the norm, G is a regular-
ization term in gradient space for smoothness [8, 53], and
HSSIM is the hierarchy SSIM loss to supervise Dr.Bokeh to
learn a better depth. We noticed that per-pixel loss, such
as L1, cannot supervise the neural network efficiently due
to the ambiguity introduced by the bokeh computation pro-
cess. Scattering or gathering is a patch-level operation. The
per-pixel loss signal cannot describe the patch-level error,
thus we propose adding a hierarchy SSIM term to guide the
network jointly care about per-pixel results and patch re-
sults. Please refer to supplementary materials for more
discussion.

5. Implementation and Results
Since implementing the backward differential computation
is non-trivial, we will release our code to allow for the re-
producibility of our work. Here we introduce our forward
bokeh rendering pipeline and relevant implementation de-
tails in Sec. 5.1. Quantitative and qualitative evaluations
of bokeh rendering and differentiability are discussed in
Sec. 5.2, 5.3 and 5.4.

5.1. Implementation

Forward-Bokeh Rendering: For a W × H pixel im-
age with L layers and searching neighborhood range R,
the computation complexity for Dr.Bokeh is O(W × H ×
L × R2), which is the same as the classical filtering-based
method. We implement Dr.Bokeh with CUDA acceleration
and integrate it in Pytorch as a new computation layer. A
larger L improves the bokeh rendering quality, but qualita-
tive results in Sec. 5.3 and supplementary materials show
that two layers are enough for many real-world cases. Our
bokeh rendering pipeline (Fig. 5) includes an object detec-
tion module, an inpainting module, and the Dr.Bokeh ren-
derer. An off-the-shelf salient object detection model [62]
provides the layered scene representation for all examples
in this paper. Please note the salient object detection mod-
ule can be replaced with any other segmentation or matting
network depending on the input category for good perfor-
mance, e.g., an image matting network that predicts a de-

Figure 6. We simulate bokeh by computing how rays scatter and
focus through a spherical lens system. (a) Side-view of how rays
get refracted into and out of the lens. (b) Setup of the rendering
scene. The billboards are resized to cover the exact FOV of the
camera sensor.

RMSE ↓ RMSE-s ↓ PSNR ↑ SSIM ↑ ZNCC ↑
SteReFo 0.0179 0.0178 35.92 0.9753 0.9966
DeepLens 0.0461 0.0403 27.35 0.9476 0.9827
BokehMe 0.0144 0.0143 37.77 0.9708 0.9976
MPIB 0.0152 0.0151 37.20 0.9702 0.9974
Dr.Bokeh 0.0133 0.0133 38.73 0.9757 0.9979

Table 1. Result on the synthetic benchmark. Comparing with
SteReFo [2], DeepLens [61], BokehMe [40], and MPIB [41].
Dr.Bokeh outperforms state-of-the-art methods in all the metrics.

tailed matting layer for portrait images. The salient object
mask is then used to guide background RGBD inpainting,
and we use LaMa [55] for high-resolution inpainting to gen-
erate all the results. Dr.Bokeh takes user-defined camera
parameters, including the focal plane distance, blur radius,
and lens shape, to synthesize the bokeh image.
Backward-Derivatives: We implement the backward
computation from scratch in CUDA and integrate the com-
putation layer as a new layer in Pytorch. Following the
Aperture [53] and GaussPSF [8], we train a CNN to pre-
dict the depth. The only difference is that we replace the
bokeh rendering module with Dr.Bokeh.

5.2. Rendering Evaluation on Synthetic Benchmark

Quantitatively evaluating lens blur quality is still challeng-
ing given a single RGB or RGBD image as input and no
benchmark exists yet. So we follow existing works [40,
41, 61] to create a synthetic benchmark except that we ren-
der high-quality lens blur results by ray tracing through a
physically-based thin-lens.
Dataset: Existing works [41, 61] setup the scene by com-
positing multiple layered images and utilizing an approxi-
mated pseudo ray tracer to render the lens blur ground truth.
Instead, we implemented a renderer that ray traces through
a real thin lens to generate the lens blur ground truth in or-
der to evaluate the effectiveness of Dr.Bokeh (see Fig. 6 and
supplementary for more details). The scene (5-layer bill-
boards) setup is similar to the dataset by DeepLens [61] and
MPIB [41]. The foreground objects are randomly sampled
from Adobe Matting Dataset [67] and AIM-500 [27]. The
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(a) SteReFo (b) DeepLens (c) BokehMe (d) MPIB (e) Dr.Bokeh (ours) (f) Ground Truth

Figure 7. Qualitative Comparison of Depth of Field (DoF) Results on Synthetic Benchmarks: The gathering-based method (SteReFo)
exhibits unnatural partial occlusion. Learning-based methods (DeepLens and BokehMe) struggle to render natural partial occlusion in
the absence of explicit modeling. Although the state-of-the-art method MPIB was trained to address the partial occlusion challenge, our
method Dr.Bokeh achieves the best DoF quality without necessitating training. Best viewed by zooming in.

background scenes are randomly sampled from the land-
mark dataset [63]. The benchmark includes 100 scenes with
different blur radiuses and focal planes. Each scene has an
all-in-focus image, a ground truth depth, a layered ground
truth scene representation, and a bokeh ground truth.
Metric: We apply the RMSE metric and a scale-invariant
RMSE (RMSE-s) [54] as we noticed that different methods
have different gamma correction implementations. We also
apply the SSIM and ZNCC for perception evaluation.
Comparison to related work: We compare Dr.Bokeh
to SOTA methods, including a gathering-based method
SteReFo [2], learning-based methods DeepLens [61],
BokehMe [40] and MPIB [41]. Different methods take dif-
ferent kernel parameters. So we search all the blur kernels
and pick the best result from each method. All methods take
the same depth as input.

Each step in the lens blur rendering pipeline affects the
rendering quality. But different methods have different
pipelines, which makes the quantitative evaluation easy to
be unfair. For example, DeepLens predicts its own depth
and then predicts the lens blur. MPIB and Dr.Bokeh in-
volves background inpainting, which looks reasonable per-
ceptually but is easy to have large quantitative errors. To be
fair to all the methods, the quantitative evaluation only mea-
sures the rendering step quality in all the pipelines instead
of measuring the whole pipeline. We use the ground truth
depth for all the methods. For DeepLens, we replace the
predicted depth with the ground truth depth. For fairness,
we replace the predicted occluded pixels with the ground
truth pixels for MPIB and Dr.Bokeh.

We show quantitative and qualitative results in Tab. 1
and Fig. 7. Although the gathering-based method SteroFo
achieves a high SSIM value, it is easy to observe its unna-
ture partial occlusion results in Fig. 7 (a). DeepLens does
not perform well in metrics. The potential reason is that
the synthesized training data for DeepLens fails to have

realistic foreground blurs. Although MPIB was designed
to learn better partial occlusion effects, BokehMe still per-
forms slightly better than MPIB in the metrics. The rea-
son may be that MPIB is a fully learning-based method
and does not generalize well to unseen datasets compared to
the hybrid method BokehMe. However, MPIB qualitatively
renders more natural partial occlusion effects, as shown in
Fig. 7 (d). Our method Dr.Bokeh performs the best in the
quantitative metrics and can render realistic partial occlu-
sion effects.

5.3. Rendering Evaluation on Real Data

In addition to the synthetic benchmark, quantitative eval-
uations on lens blur are not always reliable [14, 41], so we
collected real-world images and applied a user study to eval-
uate our method qualitatively. We also provide comprehen-
sive qualitative results in supplementary materials.
Dataset: Quantitative results are not representative
enough to draw a conclusion. Thus, we further apply a
qualitative evaluation to evaluate our method. We collect
real-world images with different subjects, background sce-
narios, and lighting as testing data for the user study. The
user study contained 40 questions of two-alternative forced-
choice (2AFC). Each question is a pair of lens blur results
generated by Dr.Bokeh and a comparison method (SteReFo,
DeepLens, BokehMe, and MPIB).
Comparison to related works: The metric and the com-
paring works are the same as the quantitative evaluation: 41
people (75% male, 25% female, 46% no photography ex-
perience, 26% some experience, 28% experienced) partici-
pated in our user study. We discard all replies that were too
short (under three minutes) or always clicked on the same
side. Our results show that 81%, 74%, 68%, 61% of partici-
pants support that the image generated by Dr.Bokeh is more
realistic than SteReFo, DeepLens, BokehMe, and MPIB. In
particular, the T-test value in the more realistic lens blur
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(a) SteReFo [2] (b) DeepLens [61] (c) BokehMe [40] (d) MPIB [41] (e) Dr.Bokeh (ours)

Figure 8. Qualitative comparisons on real-world images: Classical methods (SteReFo) are competitive for foreground in-focus but fail
to render natural boundary partial occlusion. Learning-based methods (DeepLens and BokehMe) suffer from unnatural partial occlusion
effects. MPIB learns to render the partial occlusion effect but has leaking artifacts due to generalization issues (see the second and the
third-row examples). Dr.Bokeh renders natural partial occlusion effects and is more robust for either foreground or background in-focus
cases given the same inputs.

effect for an image generated by Dr.Bokeh and BokehMe,
DeepLens, and SteReFo are 5.75, 8.12, and 11.63 and are
significant at 0.001 levels, which indicates the Dr.Bokeh
is significantly better than those reference methods from a
user perception perspective.

Fig. 8 demonstrates the qualitative comparisons with
all the previous works. For foreground in-focus cases,
Dr.Bokeh can preserve the sharp boundary consistently,
while the learning-based methods still have generalization

issues such as unnatural partial occlusion effects and leaky
background artifacts (see Fig. 8 the second and third exam-
ples). For background in-focus cases, Dr.Bokeh has natu-
ral partial occlusion effects and is more robust than SOTA
learning-based method MPIB. More qualitative comparison
results can be found in the supplementary materials.
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RMSE ↓ SSIM ↑ PSNR ↑
Aperture 0.0133 0.9774 37.84
GaussPSF 0.0132 0.9767 37.84
Dr.Bokeh L1 + Grad 0.0146 0.9673 36.94
Dr.Bokeh L1 + Grad + SSIM 0.0136 0.9740 37.59
Dr.Bokeh w.o. occlusion 0.0139 0.9729 37.40
Dr.Bokeh 0.0123 0.9807 38.45

Table 2. Result on the light field benchmark and ablation study.
Compare with aperture supervision [53] and GaussPSF [8]. Note
the metrics are measured on the DoF image due to the lack of depth
ground truth. Aperture, GaussPSF and Dr.Bokeh w.o. occlusion
use the same loss with Dr.Bokeh. Correct handling of boundary
occlusion improves the existing gathering-based depth form defo-
cus performance. The proposed hierarchy SSIM loss further helps
Dr.Bokeh learns better depth.

Figure 9. Depth optimization examples. The first row is to op-
timize the depth from only one pair data. The second row is the
depth from light field dataset. The first column is the all-in-focus
input image. The second column shows results by Aperture [53];
the third column by GaussPSF [8], and the last column results by
Dr.Bokeh. The depth map optimized by Dr.Bokeh has more de-
tails and is more accurate.

5.4. Differentiable Evaluation

Comparison to Related Work: We relate our differen-
tiable lens blur rendering to two previous works: Aper-
ture Supervision (Aperture) [53] and Guassian-based PSF
(GaussPSF)[8]. Aperture trains a neural network to predict
depth layers by blur image supervision. GaussPSF replaces
the bokeh rendering module in Aperture with differentiable
Gaussian kernels and trains the neural network in a simi-
lar routine. Compared to GaussPSF, our occlusion-aware
Dr.Bokeh is a more accurate differentiable bokeh rendering
module in terms of lens blur physics. For a fair comparison
in the following benchmarks, we use the same depth esti-
mation network [65] for all the comparison methods and
the same loss functions Eqn. (7) for all methods.
Benchmark: We evaluate the differentiability of Dr.Bokeh
on the real-world benchmark: Light Field Dataset [52].
There is no depth ground truth for the real datasets, so we
only quantitatively evaluate the final rendered bokeh images
and qualitatively show depth qualities from all the methods.
The bokeh images rendered from the light-field camera are
good bokeh approximations. There are 3,343 images. Simi-
lar to previous works, we split the dataset into 3,006 training
images and 337 testing images.
Depth Quality: Tab. 2 shows the quantitative evaluation
results. Dr.Bokeh outperforms all the previous works in all

metrics, which shows that a more accurate blur renderer im-
proves the learning process. The quantitative evaluation is
measured on bokeh images and we show the qualitative re-
sults of the generated depth map in Fig. 9. The depth map
can either be obtained by direct optimization over an all-in-
focus image and a bokeh image pair or by training a neu-
ral network to predict the depth based on a large-scale de-
focus dataset. The direct optimization over one-pair data
can clearly show the depth quality supervised by the dif-
ferentiable rendering layer, while the depth predicted by
the trained neural network can illustrate the overall perfor-
mance of the differentiable layer in the data-driven pipeline.
As shown in Fig. 9, Dr.Bokeh can obtain the best quality
depth image supervised by the defocus image in both set-
tings.
Ablation Study: We conduct two experiments to under-
stand the contribution of the occlusion term and the pro-
posed hierarchy SSIM (HSSIM) loss (Sec. 4.2). We first
compare Dr.Bokeh with a similar differentiable rendering
layer but without the occlusion term by training on the light
field benchmark. Evaluations (see Tab. 2) on the benchmark
show that the occlusion term helps the neural network train-
ing. Second, in the loss function experiment, we compare
our loss function (Eqn. 7) with two similar versions: one is
just a L1 loss with the gradient loss, and the other is the L1
loss with the gradient loss and the SSIM loss. Tab. 2 shows
our loss function with HSSIM outperforms the best. Please
refer to supplementary for more qualitative ablation study
results.

6. Conclusions

We have introduced Dr.Bokeh, a novel differentiable
occlusion-aware DoF rendering algorithm. Dr.Bokeh ad-
dresses the color bleeding problem and renders realistic par-
tial occlusion for DoF effect synthesis by proposing a more
accurate lens model. Moreover, Dr.Bokeh is a plug-and-
play differentiable DoF rendering module that can be used
in data-driven pipelines. Qualitative and quantitative com-
parisons validate that Dr.Bokeh achieves the state-of-the-art
lens blur quality in different focus settings and the state-of-
the-art depth quality in the depth-from-defocus community.

Limitation and Future Work: Similar to other exist-
ing works, inaccurate image inputs (depth and inpainting)
lead to artifacts. To address this, a potential future di-
rection could involve utilizing Dr.Bokeh’s differentiability
to learn robustness against noisy inputs. Recent dataset
DL3DV [29] may help.
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